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Cross sections for ionization of gases by 10-2000-keV He+ ions and 
for electron capture and loss by 5-350-keV He+ ions 

M. E. Rudd, T. V. Goffe,* and A. Itoh 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Behlen Laboratory of Physics, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0111 

R. D. DuBois 
Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Battelle Memorial Institute, Richland, Washington 99352 

(Received 4 February 1985) 

Cross sections for production of positive and negative charge for 10-2000-keV He+ ions on He, 

Ne, Ar, Kr, Hz, N2, CO, 02, CH4, and C02 were measured by the transverse-field method. 
Electron-capture and -loss cross sections for 5-350-keV He+ ions on the same targets were mea- 
sured by the method of beam deflection of various charge states after passing through a known 
length of target gas. Secondary-emission detectors were used to detect neutral, singly charged, and 
doubly charged beam components. The equation a+ -a- = ulo - alz  relating the four measured 
cross sections was utilized to make a least-squares adjustment of the data. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are only three basic inelastic processes that can 
take place when an energetic ion makes a collision with a 

neutral atom. These are ejection of electrons from the tar- 
get or the projectile, transfer of electrons between target 
and projectile, and excitation of either collision partner. 
Measurements of the first two of these are described in 
this paper. Because of their fundamental nature, a 
knowledge of the cross sections for these processes is 
essential in many applied areas, but theoretical methods to 
deal with projectiles carrying one or more electrons are 
not yet well developed. 

The quantities measured are a + ,  the cross section for 

production of slow positive charge, o-, the cross section 
for production of slow negative charge, ulO, the capture 
cross section, and u12 the loss cross section. 

While numerous measurements are available for some 
of these cross sections for specific targets, a survey of the 
literature reveals many gaps and inconsistencies. In the 
reports on i~nization, '-~ there is little data on CO and 

none at all on C02 or CH4. Among the N2 data there are 
20-45 % discrepancies. The small amount of data for O2 
disagree by 65% where they overlap. While there is abun- 
dant data for most of the rare gases, even here there are 
40% discrepancies in Ar and 60% in He. 

Though an even larger body of charge-transfer data ex- 

ists (see, e.g., Refs. 1, 4, and 6-12) large areas of ig- 
norance remain. The only CO data is limited to a mea- 
surement of alo over the range 200-1500 keV and there 
are no measurements of any of the four cross sections for 
C 0 2  below 700 keV. There are large gaps in the N2 and 
O2 data and u12 has been measured for neon only at a sin- 

gle energy. 
Most of the previous work has been done over a limited 

energy range. The present experiment is comprehensive in 
covering a wide energy range, a large number of targets, 
and also integrates the various cross-section measurements 
in a self-consistent manner. This was done by making a 

least-squares adjustment of the four measured cross sec- 
tions using the relation 

11. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Measurements of the ionization cross sections u +  and 
a- were made using the same apparatus and method that 
was used recently for similar measurements for proton im- 
pact,13 and therefore only a brief description is given here. 
The electron-transfer cross sections u lo  and a12 were mea- 
sured by a different apparatus which will be described 
more fully. 

A. Accelerators 

Four different accelerators at the two laboratories 
covered overlapping energy ranges. At Pacific Northwest 
Laboratory (PNL), a low-energy accelerator was used 
from 10 to 100 keV and a Van de Graaff accelerator from 
120 to 2000 keV. The range from 40 to 350 keV was 
covered by one accelerator at University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) while another UNL accelerator 
went from 5 to 70 keV. Ionization measurements were 
made on both PNL accelerators and the higher-energy 

UNL machine, but electron-transfer cross sections were 
measured only at the two UNL accelerators. In every 
case, the beam was magnetically analyzed before reaching 

the target. The beam energies of the various accelerators 

used were known to within 0.5% and the energy spread 
was negligible. 

B. Computer interface 

A small computer was used with the interface previous- 
ly described13 to take the data and calculate cross sections. 
There were inputs for the pressure, the temperatures of 
the target and the pressure gauge, and three currents. In 
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the ionization experiment the currents were the beam tralization was made instead by making measurements at 
current, and the positive and negative currents to the different pressures and extrapolating to zero pressure. 
plates. In the electron-transfer measurements the currents 

were from the three secondary-emission detectors, one for 

each charge component of the beam after passing through E. Electron-capture and -loss apparatus 
the target. Each current to be measured went to an elec- 
trometer, the output of which controlled the frequency of 

a voltage-controlled oscillator. A scaler in the interface 
recorded the counts over a 5-sec period, and the count was 

read by the computer. Since the current-measuring sys- 
tem was calibrated with a picoampere source, and since 
the output was independent of the meter scale readings, 
the uncertainty of the current (or accumulated charge) 
measurements was basically only that of the calibration 

source, which was 2 %. 

C. Density determination 

Corrections to the readings of the capacitance manome- 
ter for the effects of ambient-temperature changes and for 
thermal transpiration were made as discussed previous- 
ly.I3 The computer continuously monitored the manome- 
ter reading as well as the temperatures of the target-gas 
cell and the manometer head. 

D. Ionization measurement 

A transverse field in the target region provided by the 
collection plates and guard plates served to collect positive 
ions and electrons from a well-defined beam path length 

in the target gas. The biases on the plates were chosen to 
ensure nearly complete collection and had to be adjusted 
as the energy varied. This was because a compromise had 
to be made between a field great enough to collect all 
ejected electrons and yet small enough to avoid deflection 
of the beam out of the cup. A grid over the ion collection 
plate suppressed secondary electrons formed at that plate. 
Corrections for the transmission of the grid and for the 
secondary electrons formed at the grid were made as 
described earlier.I3 

Magnetic analysis removed unwanted charge states and 
impurity ions from the beam but neutralization of the 
beam after it passed the analyzing magnet had to be con- 
sidered in the analysis. Measurements of the ionization 
cross sections at UNL were made at low enough pressures 
(0.06-0.4 mTorr) that a calculated correction could be 
made which was less than 5% in all cases, except for neon 
and helium where at some energies it was as large as 7% 

and 15%, respectively. At PNL the correction for neu- 

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the deflection 
system used to measure the capture and loss cross sec- 
tions. The beam passed through an effective length of 

9.05 cm of gas in the gas cell (GC). A 6% correction, 
equal to half the sum of the diameters of the entrance and 
exit apertures was added to the actual length of the cell to 
correct for the escape of gas from the cell. The beam then 
passed between the deflection plates (DP) where the vari- 
ous charge components were separated, each one going to 
a separate secondary-emission detector (SED). The neu- 
tral component of the beam was undeflected and went to 
the lower detector while the beam components in charge 

states + 1 and + 2 were deflected to the other two detec- 

tors. 

While the three detectors were identical, the center one 
was connected as a Faraday cup to read the primary 

current directly. The other two were used as secondary- 
emission detectors. The coefficients for the upper and 
lower cups were measured by deflecting the primary (1 + ) 
beam successively into those two detectors and measuring 
the secondary currents. These currents were compared to 
the currents read directly when the detectors were con- 
nected as Faraday cups. This determination was made at 
each measured energy since the secondary coefficient 
varied with impact energy. Because of the different an- 
gles of incidence of the beams in the different cups, their 

coefficients were somewhat different. They varied from 
10 to 16 for different energies for the upper cup and from 

7 to 13 for the lower cup. We made the assumption that 
the coefficients did not depend on the charge state of the 

beam so that we could use the coefficients measured using 
the 1 + beam for calculating the neutral and 2 + beam 
currents. We checked this assumption for the 2 + case 
by measuring the coefficient directly using a beam of that 
charge state in the upper cup. The secondary coefficient 
for He2+ was found to be about 8% higher than that for 
He+ but since this was well within the 17% uncertainty 
in the measurement, we decided to use the more accurate- 

ly measured values for He+. We did not measure the 
secondary coefficients for He0 but other i~lvest i~ators '~ 
have found only a few percent difference between the 
coefficients for 13e0 and Hef in the present energy range. 

SED 

FIG. 1. Apparatus used for measurement of electron-capture and -loss cross sections. Beam passes through gas cell GC. Deflec- 
tion plates DP deflect the three components of the beam into the secondary-emission detectors SED. Suppressors S ,  and S2 are to 

prevent secondary electrons from entering or escaping from the detectors. 
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F. Data adjustment 

If we let ah be the cross section for capture of k elec- 
trons by the projectile and ail be the cross section for the 
loss of j electrons by the projectile, then by conservation 
of charge we can write 

where u +  and a- are the cross sections for gross produc- 
tion of positive and negative charge in the target and 
where the sums are over all possible values of j and k. 
Far a He+ incident ion, j can only have the value 1, and k 
the values 1 or 2. Then 

where we have let ale stand for al,, and u12 stand for a l l .  

This result is quite general and holds even if other pro- 
cesses such as dissociation take place. Since u2c, the cross 
section for the process in which Hef becomes He-, is 
usually less than 1% of alo,  we can neglect (72c thus ob- 
taining Eq. (1). 

Because of experimental errors, the four measured cross 
sections do not exactly satisfy Eq. (1). Since the relation 
is quite rigorously true, a weighted least-squares adjust- 
ment of the four cross sections was made to force them to 
satisfy the equation at each energy. This is a well-known 
procedure used, e.g., in adjusting interrelated values of 
fundamental constants. Weights for each type of cross 
section at each energy were chosen to be inversely propor- 
tional to the estimated fractional systematic error in the 
measurements. This error was taken to be of the form 
F = A + B / E  where E was the energy in keV. The values 
of A were taken to be 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, and 0.15 and the values 
of B to be 5, 0.3, 0.15, and 1.5 for a,, a _ ,  ale, and ulz, 
respectively. The error was larger at the low energies pri- 
marily because of difficulties in controlling the beam. Us- 
ing the method of Lagrange multipliers, an algorithm was 
derived which minimized the fractional adjustments. 

The final data reported here reflect the results of this 
adjustment up to 350 keV which is the highest energy for 

which we took electron-transfer data. Above that point 
the ionization data did not benefit from this adjustment, 
but in all cases the adjustments near 350 keV were less 
than 3%. In fact, the adjustments never exceeded the 
quoted uncertainties in the cross sections at any energy. 
This adjustment procedure gives the data an internal con- 
sistency which it would not otherwise have. 

G. Uncertainties 

In the following analysis of uncertainties, the generally 
small variations among the various target gases have been 
disregarded. The determination of density in all measure- 
ments was uncertain by 4%. For a+ and a- the uncer- 
tainty in the collection of the beam varied from 12% at 
10 keV to 3% at 100 keV and above. The correction for 
background currents to the collecting plates went from 
10% at 10 keV to a negligible value at 100 keV. For un- 
known reasons, the day-to-day fluctuations of the current 
to the ion collecting plate were as large as 50% at the 

lowest energies. This uncertainty decreased to 10% at 100 

keV. The fluctuations for u -  were 8-10 %. 
For the electron-transfer measurements, the effective 

length of the beam in the target gas was uncertain by 7%. 
A 7% uncertainty was assigned to the secondary-emission 
coefficient for H ~ O  and 12% for ~ e ~ + .  Since the pressure 
in the chamber was typically a factor of 50-100 times 
smaller than that in the target-gas cell, the change in 
charge of the separated beam before the detectors was less 
than 1% even in the worst case. In the measurement of 
a12 the small size of the currents caused an additional un- 
certainty which was typically 50% at the lowest energies 
(10-20 keV usually) dropping to 5% above 50 keV. In 
the larger currents obtained in the u lo  measurements the 
uncertainties were onlv about 2%. 

The average deviations of the cross sections from the 
smoothed curves were 6% for a + ,  4% for u-, 6% for 
alo, and 11% for a12, although as noted above, the fluc- 
tuations were larger for a+ at the lowest energies. The al- 
gorithm given above may be used to calculate the uncer- 
tainties at various energies for the different cross sections. 

H. Experimental results 

In Figs. 2 and 3 are shown sample data taken with the 
various accelerators after correction for beam neutraliza- 
tion. While in some cases there were disagreements 
among the overlapping data sets, generally the agreement 
was good. Smooth curves were drawn through the aver- 
age of the data and values read from these curves were 
used in the least-squares adjustment. 

Tables I-IV give the final adjusted values of the four 
cross sections and Figs. 4-6 show a comparison of our 
values, shown as lines, with the data of various other in- 
vestigators. 

I .  Helium 

The largest discrepancy between the present data and 
that of earlier investigators occurs for helium. In our ear- 
lier proton work13 the a- data for helium was significant- 
ly lower at the lowest energies than earlier data. The 
same is true to an even greater extent in the present case 
where the discrepancy which starts at about 60 keV grows 

10 100 1000 

E(keV) 

FIG. 2. Unadjusted values of o+ (solid symbols) and o- 
(open symbols) for He+ on C02 and Hz. Triangles and squares 
are PNL data, circles UNL data. Solid lines represent the 
smoothed data. 
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I I '  ' I '  1 10 

5 50 500 

E(keV) 
FIG. 3. Unadjusted values of 010 (open symbols) and 0 1 2  

(solid symbols) for He+ on C02 and Ar. Triangles are high- 

energy UNL accelerator data and circles are from the low- 
energy UNL accelerator. Solid lines represent the smoothed 

data. 

to a factor greater than 5 at 10 keV as seen in Fig. 4. Be- 

cause of the small size of the helium cross sections, they 
are especially vulnerable to problems of target contamina- 
tion and spurious electrons, both of which result in mea- 
sured cross sections which are too large. We believe that 
these effects could explain the discrepancy here as in the 
proton case. Supporting our data is the fact that the gen- 
eral shape of our He cross-section curve is similar to that 
for other gases, while the leveling off of the curve at low 
energies seen, e.g., in DeHeer's data,4 is not characteristic. 
There is generally good agreement with the data of Pivo- 
var et al.5 at high energies and with Langley et a1.l above 
400 keV. 

Our a+ data was found to be in good agreement with 
that of Langley et al.,' DeHeer et al.,4 Solov'ev et al. ,3 
and Pivovar et aL5 Our ul0 data agrees well with that of 
DeHeer et a1. ,$ but is 12-20 % higher than that of Pivo- 
var et al.5 at high energies. The m12 data agrees well with 
that of Shah et al. ,  lo  but is 12-50 % higher than that of 
Pivovar et ~ 1 . ~  as seen in Fig. 6. 

0.1 
5 50 500 5000 

E(keV) 
FIG. 4. Comparison of present u- data, represented by the 

line, and data of other investigators for He+ on He and Ar. 

Pivovar et al. (Ref. 5), 0; Solov'ev et al. (Ref. 3), A; Langley 

et al. (Ref. 21, 0 ;  Gilbody et al. (Ref. 11, X ;  DeHeer et al. 

(Ref. 4), +. 

0.1 
5 50 500 

E( keV) 
FIG. 5. Comparison of present ale data, represented by the 

line, and data of other investigators for Kr and HI. Pivovar 
et al. (Ref. 8), 0; DeHeer et al. (Ref. 41, +; Olson et al. (Ref. 

91, 0; Fedorenko et al. (Ref. 7 ) ,  0 ;  Gilbody et al. (Ref. 11, X .  

2. Neon 

Our a+ and a- data are in very good agreement with 
that of DeHeer et ~ 1 . ~  and with other earlier measure- 
ments. The only exception is that at about 130 keV there 
is a discrepancy between DeHeer et a[.$ and Langley 
et al.,l  and our data favor the former. Our ulo cross sec- 
tions are uniformly 20-25 % higher than those of Gil- 
body et al. l but are in good agreement with the average of 
all the other measurements. The only previous neon alz  
data were by Jones, et ~ 1 . ~  with which we are in good 

agreement as shown in Fig. 6. 

3. Argon 

Our a+ and a- data are in generally good agreement 
with earlier data except for that of Langley et a1.l which 
is 10-35 % higher. No serious disagreements exist in the 
ulo or all data compared to earlier data. 

4. Krypton 

Our results are in good agreement with the data of 
DeHeer et aL4 and Pivovar et al.' for both a+ and 0-. 

E(keV) 
FIG. 6.  Comparison of present ( ~ 1 2  data, represented by the 

line, with data of other investigators. Jones et al. (Ref. 61, 0 ;  

Allison (Ref, 12), A; Shah and Gilbody (Ref. lo), V; Pivovar 

et al. (Ref. 81, 0. 
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TABLE I. Values of a+ for He+ collisions. Units are m2. 

Energy Fract. 

(keV) He Ne Ar Kr H2 N2 CO 0 2  CH4 co2 Unc. 

TABLE 11. Values of a: for He+ collisions. Units are m2. 

Energy Fract. 

(keV) He Ne Ar Kr H2 N2 CO 0 2  CH4 coz Unc. 

10 0.14 0.84 3.0 4.3 0.52 3.9 4.4 2.9 3.9 4.1 0.13 

14 0.20 0.90 3.7 5.1 0.54 4.5 4.6 3.4 4.5 5.1 0.12 

20 0.26 1 .O 4.6 5.9 0.61 5.1 5.1 4.1 5.2 6.3 0.12 

30 0.36 1.4 5.6 6.8 0.77 5.8 5.9 5.0 6.0 8.0 0.11 

40 0.46 1.7 6.5 7.6 0.98 6.5 6.4 5.7 6.8 9.4 0.11 

60 0.62 2.2 7.6 8.7 1.5 7.4 7.6 6.9 7.9 11 0.11 

85 0.80 2.6 8.5 9.7 2.1 8.2 8.4 7.8 8.7 13 0.10 

120 0.99 3.0 9.2 11 2.8 9.2 9.1 8.8 9.7 14 0.10 

170 1.2 3.4 9.9 12 3.4 9.9 9.9 9.4 11 16 0.10 

250 1.5 3.8 10 12 3.6 10 10 9.9 12 16 0.10 

350 1.7 4.0 10 13 3.5 10 11 9.9 12 16 0.10 

500 1.7 4.1 10 13 3.2 10 11 9.6 12 16 0.10 

700 1.5 4.0 9.7 12 2.8 9.4 9.7 9.1 12 15 0.10 

lo00 1.3 3.6 8.6 11 2.2 8.2 8.5 8.4 9.2 13 0.10 

1400 1.1 3.1 7.2 9.9 1.8 7.0 7.3 7.3 7.5 11 0.10 

2000 0.83 2.6 5.7 8.2 1.4 5.7 6.0 6.2 6.0 8.8 0.10 

TABLE 111. Values of olo for He+ collisions. Units are lop2' m2. 

Energy Fract. 

(keV) He Ne Ar Kr H2 N2 CO 0 2  CH4 co2 Unc. 

5 6.0 6.1 4.8 6.0 0.64 3.4 5.7 8.0 8.1 6.2 0.13 

7 6.3 7.0 5.7 6.8 0.96 5.3 7.1 8.8 8.3 8.6 0.12 

10 6.1 7.6 6.5 7.5 1.4 6.7 8.4 9.2 8.4 11 0.12 

14 5.6 7.5 7.1 8.2 1.9 7.7 8.9 9.5 8.4 12 0.11 

20 5.1 6.8 7.4 8.6 2.4 8.2 8.8 9.4 8.4 12 0.11 

30 4.3 5.6 7.4 8.9 2.8 8.0 8.4 8.6 8.2 12 0.1 1 

40 3.7 4.6 7.1 8.7 3.1 7.6 7.7 7.8 7.8 11 0.10 

60 3 .O 3.6 6.2 8.0 3.1 6.6 6.6 6.4 6.9 8.7 0.10 

85 2.5 2.8 5.3 6.9 2.8 5.6 5.4 5.2 6.0 7.0 0.10 

120 2.0 2.2 4.1 5.4 2.2 4.4 4.3 4.0 4.7 5.3 0.10 

170 1.4 1.6 2.9 3.9 1.5 3.1 3.0 2.8 3.4 3.9 0.10 

250 0.85 1.1 1.7 2.2 0.78 1.8 1.8 1.7 2.0 2.5 0.10 

350 0.45 0.71 0.87 1.1 0.30 0.95 0.94 0.98 1 .O 1.4 0.10 
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TABLE IV. Values of u12 for Hef collisions. Units are m2. 

Energy Fract. 
(keV) He Ne Ar Kr Hz N2 CO 0 2  CH4 coz Unc. 

Our ale data, shown in Fig. 5, agree well with that of 
DeHeer et al. ,4 and with that of Gilbody et al.,' but are 
generally lower than those of Fedorenko et al.' There is 
no previous a12 data below 200 keV but above that energy 
we agree well with Pivovar et a1. 

5. Hydrogen 

The present ionization data agree well with most of the 
earlier work except that it is somewhat higher in the 
500-1500-keV range especially when compared with the 
data of Langley et aL2 The ole data, shown in Fig. 5, are 
generally between those of Olson et al.,' and those of Gil- 
body et al., l except below 40 keV where our cross sec- 
tions are higher than the earlier measurements. Our mea- 
surements of o12 agree well with those of Barnett et al." 

6. Nitrogen 

The present a- data agree well with those of Solov'ev 
et al. , 3  and Pivovar et al.,' but are lower than those of 
Langley et ~ l . , ~  and DeHeer et aL4 Langley's a+ data 
are also higher than ours. 

7. Carbon monoxide 

The only data previously available are by Langley 
et aL2 for a+ and o- of 133-1000 keV. Our data agrees 

Ep/m (keV/u) 

FIG. 7. Comparison of ionization of H2 and He by Hef, 
solid line; and by H+, dash-dot line. The energy scale of the 
proton data is adjusted to compare equal velocity projectiles. 
Theoretical calculations by Boyd et al. (Ref. 13) are shown as 
the dashed line. 

with theirs within 5-10 ?6 at the upper end of their ener- 

gy range, but are as much as 45% lower at 133 keV. No 
data on a12 or ale are known for carbon monoxide in this 
energy range. 

8. Carbon dioxide, methane 

To our knowledge, no data for any of the four cross 
sections have been published for either of these gases in 
the present energy range. 

I. Comparison with theory 

Little theoretical attention has been paid to ionization 
by helium ions. Boyd et al.15 have calculated cross sec- 
tions for He+ on hydrogen atoms using the Born approxi- 
mation. They present calculations for ionization of the H 
atom and also for electron loss from the He+ projectile in 
which the H atom is left in the ground states, various ex- 
cited states, or the continuum. Recently Manson and To- 
buren16 have presented cross sections for the energy and 
angular distributions of electrons ejected in Hef + H e  
collisions but only at 2 MeV. This calculation also in- 
cludes projectile ionization as well as target ionization but 
no total ionization cross sections were given. 

In Fig. 7 the present results for ionization of H2 and He 
are shown along with the calculations of Boyd et aZ.l5 
These were scaled according to the equation 

where B is the binding energy, N the number of electrons 
in the target atom, Ep is the projectile energy, and R is 
13.6 eV. For this scaling, we have taken B to be 24.6 eV 
and 15.4 eV for helium and hydrogen, respectively. We 
have added the contributions calculated by Boyd for ioni- 
zation of the target and the sum of the projectile ioniza- 
tions with various excitations. As expected, target ioniza- 
tion provides most of the contribution. While the general 
shapes of the theoretical curves are similar to our experi- 
mental He+ curves, the maxima come at different ener- 
gies and the general agreement is not good. 

Also shown in Fig. 7 are the cross sections for ioniza- 
tion by protons. One notes a similarity in shape but that 
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He+ produces somewhat larger ionization cross sections. 
Manson and ~ o b u r e n ' ~  argue that the He+ projectile acts 
like a proton for small electron ejection energies but like a 

~ e ~ +  ion for large energy transfers to the electron. Since 
the average ejection energy increases with increasing pro- 
jectile energy up to about 300 keV for protons,'7 and since 
the cross sections should scale approximately as z:, there 
should therefore, be an increasing spread between the 
cross sections for He+ and those for H+ as the energy is 
increased. Our data indeed shows this expected behavior 
for energies above the maximum. Below the maximum 

the ionization is expected to proceed more by the molecu- 
lar promotion mechanism, for which a different analysis 
must be used. 
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